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Abstract

We propose a novel energy minimisation framework
for the dense reconstruction of stereo image sequences
that incorporates data fidelity as well as spatial and
temporal regularity. An iterated dynamic programming
scheme is proposed to minimise the energy function.
We also present an efficient implementation of the
minimisation scheme by introducing morphological de-
composition techniques to solve the dynamic program-
ming subproblem. Our proposed method is capable of
reconstructing dynamic scenes with complex motion.
Results are presented demonstrating the strength of our
proposed algorithm.

1 Introduction

Dense 3D reconstruction from stereo images has
been and continues to be an active area of research
in the computer vision community. Two recent review
papers in this area highlight the advancements and the
large amount of research being undertaken [4, 7]. Al-
though there is strong support that the incorporation
of temporal information can achieve better results [5],
only a small amount of research has been devoted to
the reconstruction of dynamic scenes from stereo image
sequences.

A number of researchers have incorporated tempo-
ral coherence into the dense stereo reconstruction pro-
cess by optical flow [2, 12]. A disadvantage of these
methods is that the matching analysis is performed
only in a local sense, and therefore does not cope well
in scenes with multiple moving objects, low texture,
and significant occlusions [8]. Similar methods include
stereo-temporal reconstruction algorithms that employ
Kalman filtering [6] or tracking of lines and edges be-
tween images [8]. This class of methods estimates the
depth through accurately recovering the complete mo-
tion of the whole 3D scene.

However a disparity sequence requires significantly
less description than a vector optical flow field. Dispar-
ity estimation is concerned solely with the surface ge-
ometry and does not rely upon the tangential motion of
surface points. Consider for example a scene of a sphere
rotating about its axis. While optical flow methods
must track the tangential motion of the sphere’s sur-
face before determining that the depth does not change,
disparity methods are invariant in this case. Therefore
disparity methods are only related to the normal com-
ponent of surface motion. We propose an energy min-
imisation scheme that provides a simpler model for the
dense reconstruction of stereo image sequences.

Zhang et al. also described an energy minimisation
framework to reconstruct stereo sequences using struc-
tured light [13]. Although their energy function only
includes a data fidelity term, their formulation allows
the reconstruction of dynamic scenes. Strecha and van
Gool on the other hand incorporated temporal coher-
ence into their partial differential equation formulation
but are restricted to the stereo-temporal reconstruction
of static scenes [9].

In this paper, we present an energy minimisation
framework for the dense reconstruction of dynamic
scenes that incorporates both data fidelity and regu-
larisation terms. Since the global minimisation of this
class of energy functions has been demonstrated to be
NP-hard [3], we describe the application of an iterated
dynamic programming algorithm to obtain a strong
minimum. A morphological decomposition method is
also proposed for the fast solution of the dynamic pro-
gramming subproblems. Experimental results are pre-
sented verifying the benefits of incorporating temporal
regularity into our energy minimisation framework for
stereo-temporal reconstruction.
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2 Stereo-Temporal Reconstruction

2.1 Energy minimisation framework

The goal of stereo-temporal reconstruction is to
compute a disparity function d(x, y, t) which describes
the changing depth of a scene over time. This can be
achieved by casting the scene’s motion into an energy
minimisation framework, whose minima correspond to
likely reconstructions.

In traditional stereo reconstruction, structural in-
formation is incorporated by imposing spatial regular-
ity, modelling the expected smoothness of surfaces in
the scene. Stereo image sequences display a similar
regularity in the time domain. Objects tend to move
and deform smoothly, so penalising discontinuities be-
tween successive frames has the potential to further
improve the accuracy of depth estimation. Here we ex-
tend a previous stereo energy minimisation method [1]
to incorporate temporal regularity in addition to spa-
tial regularity.

Consider the following first-order energy function for
stereo sequence matching,

E[d] =
∑
(�x,t)

c(�x, t, d) +

1
2

∑
(�x1,t1)∼(�x2,t2)

e(|d(�x1, t1) − d(�x2, t2)|),

(1)

where a ∼ b implies that a neighbours b and �x ≡ (x, y).
The first term enforces data fidelity, with the cost func-
tion c quantifying the matching quality. In stereo re-
construction c is typically chosen as the zero-mean nor-
malised cross-correlation (ZNCC) or the sum of abso-
lute differences (SAD) matching metric. The second
term enforces both spatial and temporal regularity,
favouring surfaces which deform smoothly over time.
The edge function e may be chosen to be discontinuity-
preserving, allowing for disparate objects in the recon-
structed scene, although this has shown to produce an
NP-hard minimisation problem [3].

2.2 Iterated dynamic programming

Iterated dynamic programming has been proposed
as a fast technique to minimise first-order energy func-
tions in two-view stereo reconstruction [1]. It proceeds
by optimally reassigning disparities in both vertical and
horizontal directions of a disparity map until conver-
gence is reached. Here we extend this technique to
stereo sequence reconstruction by minimising the en-
ergy given in Eq. (1).
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Figure 1. (a) The edge function described by Eq. (3),
and (b) its three corresponding min-filters for a given
node as described by Eq. (4).

We define a disparity line as the set of points of
d(x, y, t) defined by holding two of the variables con-
stant. Consider, for example, optimising the line
d(x0, y0, t) with fixed x0, y0. Eq. (1) becomes

E[d(x0, y0, ·)] =
∑

t

(c(x0, y0, t, d) +

e(|d(x0, y0, t) − d(x0 ± 1, y0 ± 1, t)|)) +

∑
t

e(|d(x0, y0, t) − d(x0, y0, t + 1)|) + κ, (2)

where κ is a constant absorbing terms unaffected by
the optimisation.

Since the optimisation is reduced to a single vari-
able in the t direction, we may now apply dynamic
programming to optimally update the disparity values
along this line. Each update of the disparity function
d for each x, y, t direction in this way monotonically
reduces the energy until convergence. As the optimi-
sation procedure is able to replace large sets of pixels
simultaneously it is robust to local minima. Due to the
first-order energy function, only lines directly neigh-
bouring changed pixels must be re-evaluated at each
iteration.

3 Implementation

3.1 Fast dynamic programming by morphological
decomposition

The basic update in the proposed optimisation pro-
cedure uses dynamic programming to optimally reas-
sign disparity values for a disparity line. Without loss
of generality we describe the case d(x, ·, ·) denoted sim-
ply as d(x). Dynamic programming proceeds by com-
puting the minimal subpath to each node (x, d), de-
noted by v(x, d). This is accomplished by sweeping
across the x-d plane recursively evaluating each node
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in column (x, ·) given the values at (x−1, ·). The opti-
mal choice of d for each point x may then be computed
by backtracking along the minimal path. For a set of
D possible disparities along a line of dimension X, a
naive update procedure at each point (x, d) considers
all predecessors (x−1, ·). The overall computation time
is then O(XD2).

The minimisation proposed in Eq. (2) exhibits ad-
ditional structure which may be utilised to greatly re-
duce computation time. The edge costs connecting the
nodes at neighbouring columns, (x − 1, ·) and (x, ·), is
a function of the disparity difference ∆d only. As a
result each update becomes a minimum filtering with
additive weights. Extensive literature has been pub-
lished on fast morphological filtering, see [11].

Consider the discontinuity-preserving edge function
proposed in [1] (Fig. 1(a)):

e(∆d) = K1 · T(|∆d| == 1) + K2 · T(|∆d| > 1), (3)

where K1 and K2 are regularisation parameters (K1 <
K2) and T(·) is the indicator function of its argument.
The minimal subpath to each point (x, d) may be de-
composed into three minimum filters:

v(x, d) = min




v(x − 1, d)
K1 + min {v(x − 1, d + ∆d)} |∆d| ≤ 1

K2 + min {v(x − 1, ·)}
(4)

Observe that the third min-filter is the minimum of the
(x− 1, ·) column. The second min-filter may be imple-
mented in O(D) time using van Herk’s algorithm [11],
leading to an overall cost of O(XD) for updating the
disparity values of a line via dynamic programming.
This is a substantial improvement over the original
computation time of O(XD2). Fig. 1(b) illustrates the
min-filters for this edge function.

3.2 Multiscale

A multiscale approach is well known to achieve sig-
nificant speedups. The estimation of d(x, y, t) from a
coarse scale allows the fine scale optimisation to be
performed in a narrow band. Sun [10] applied a recur-
sive algorithm for computing the ZNCC and SAD cost
functions on rectangular subregions of a c(x, y, d) vol-
ume. The application of this method requires a min-
imal set of boxes spanning the narrow band. In this
work we apply the optimal quadtree subregioning al-
gorithm proposed in [1].

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present our stereo-temporal re-
constructions using iterated dynamic programming.

We minimise the energy function of Eq. (1) using the
edge function described in Eq. (3). We present experi-
mental results computed with and without temporal
regularity, demonstrating the benefits of incorporat-
ing temporal coherence into an energy minimisation
framework. All experiments have been performed on a
1.8GHz Pentium IV laptop under the Windows oper-
ating system.

Fig. 2(a) depicts every third frame from a stereo
image sequence of a man walking towards the camera.
Fig. 2(b) is the result of performing stereo matching
on independent frames. This is computed by omit-
ting temporal terms in the minimisation of the energy
function of Eq. (1). Fig. 2(c) is the matching result
of the same sequence whilst enforcing both spatial and
temporal regularity. Notice that the addition of tem-
poral smoothness increases the robustness of matching
scene components. This can be observed by comparing
the reconstruction of the background between Fig. 2(b)
and (c). Greater consistency can be observed in the re-
constructions with temporal coherence. While it is ac-
knowledged that background detection methods can be
applied with similar results, our energy minimisation
approach also improves the reconstruction of moving
objects.

A moving object can be assumed to travel smoothly
throughout a scene with respect to a sufficiently high
frame-rate. Rather than computing the depth of mov-
ing objects solely from a single frame, we may integrate
the path of an object over several frames to produce
significantly more reliable estimates of its depth. In a
dynamic scene, regions of matching uncertainties due
to moving objects can be more reliably reconstructed
given the additional knowledge from its neighbouring
frames. This can be observed in Fig. 3 where a sec-
ond dynamic scene of two people walking is depicted.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) are the left and right images of a
frame in the image sequence and Fig. 3(c) and (d)
are the dense reconstructions without and with tem-
poral regularity considered. It can be seen that the
stereo-temporal reconstruction correctly tracks the two
people, whereas matching without temporal coherence
fails.

The results depicted in Fig. 2 and 3 are computed
from 320×225 stereo images with 15 and 31 disparity
levels respectively. Using three scales with quadtree
subregioning, as well as morphological decomposition
for fast dynamic programming, our proposed method
takes 0.9 seconds per frame for the first image sequence.
The second sequence requires 1.6 seconds per frame.
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Figure 2. (a) A set of left input images from a stereo image sequence. (b) The disparity map computed without
temporal coherence. (c) The disparity map computed using both spatial and temporal regularity.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3. The (a) left and (b) right images of a frame from a stereo image sequence. (c) The disparity map computed
without temporal coherence. (d) The disparity map computed using both spatial and temporal regularity.

5 Conclusion

We have presented an energy minimisation frame-
work for the efficient reconstruction of stereo image
sequences. An iterated dynamic programming scheme
has been proposed to minimise an energy function for
matching stereo image sequences incorporating tem-
poral coherence. We also propose a fast solution to
the dynamic programming subproblem inspired by ef-
ficient morphological filtering algorithms. Timings and
results have been presented demonstrating the strength
of the proposed method for stereo-temporal reconstruc-
tion.
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